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Abstract

JOFLDL is supporting the education community worldwide during the COVID-19 pandemic by making available a collection of high impact, previously-published articles on online and eLearning in a single issue. This resource adds to the online teaching and learning ideas, inspiration, information and application for educators in these unprecedented times.
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Introduction

It is April 2020 and the world is in the grip of the COVID-19 pandemic. Most countries are in lockdown, being asked to “Stay at home. Save lives”. Lockdown has closed schools in most countries. UNESCO estimates over 90% of the world’s students are not currently attending school in the response to the pandemic, with over 1.5 billion learners affected (UNESCO, 2020). The move to online learning is happening very quickly and very widely out of pure necessity.

JOFDL is supporting the education community worldwide during the COVID-19 pandemic by making available a collection of high impact, previously-published articles on online and eLearning in a single issue. This resource adds to the online teaching and learning ideas, inspiration, information and application for educators in these unprecedented times.
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